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Survey data shows severe impacts of lockdown on Bradford businesses - 60% of all businesses who
responded have temporarily closed or paused trading.
83% of businesses report turnover was substantially lower over the past few weeks.
Retail, Hospitality and Leisure sector bearing the brunt of the lockdown.
Small businesses hit hard and many sole traders reporting no income for the past five weeks
The survey has revealed a mix of small businesses in distress including child minders, nurseries,
garages, accountants, driving instructors, holiday accommodation and hospitality sector suppliers.
After cashflow, surviving the lockdown rates the most pressing concern for Bradford businesses.
One in ten businesses planning redundancies which will see 5% of their employees made redundant.
40% of businesses have innovated to stay afloat with one in four increasing use of online channels.
Over half of businesses applying for a Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan were unsuccessful.

Latest Bradford data suggests business impacts of the lockdown may be deeper than
previously indicated – the online survey of 489 Bradford District businesses between 23rd and 30th of
April has found the Coronavirus lockdown is having a severe impact on local businesses. 60% of all
businesses had temporarily closed or paused trading which is much higher the national ONS survey
figure of 24% and the national Chamber of Commerce survey figure of 23%.
The online survey result was skewed by a high number of responses from sole traders. Of the 204 sole
traders who responded, 66% had temporarily closed or paused trading. Looking only at businesses with
five or more employees, the impact is lower but still severe as the chart below shows.

Just 5% of the businesses employing 5 or more employees are trading as normal which is much
lower than the previous Bradford telephone survey where the figure was 13%. The finding is in line with
the most recent ONS survey which found that 6% of businesses were trading normally. The most recent
national British Chamber of Commerce survey figure was 12%. Bradford businesses are more likely to
have closed with 47% of businesses with five or more employees have temporarily closed or paused
trading compared to the ONS survey figure of 24% and the Chamber of Commerce survey figure of 23%.

Business turnover is down substantially - 83% of Bradford District businesses responding to the
online survey have indicated their business turnover was substantially lower over the past few weeks.
Just 9% of business reported that turnover was within the normal range. Bigger businesses fared slightly
better with 21% of businesses with 20 or more employees reporting their turnover was within the
normal range.

Businesses expect turnover to continue falling over the next few weeks - 55% of businesses
responding to the online survey expect turnover to substantially decrease over the next few weeks whilst
just 2% expect it to increase. 26% of businesses expect turnover to stay the same.

Business across all sectors expect turnover to continue falling over the next few weeks – Retail,
Motor trades, Professional services, Wholesalers and Arts & leisure businesses are most affected.
Construction and ICT businesses are most likely to expect turnover to increase.

Retail, Hospitality and Leisure sectors continue to bear the brunt of the economic lockdown –
the online survey found 94% of hospitality businesses in the district had temporarily closed. 69% of retail
businesses responding to the online survey have closed temporarily whilst 8% had closed permanently. It
is worth noting that the online survey contrasts with surveys conducted by Bradford, Keighley and Ilkley
BIDs in late March/early April where 60% of businesses had closed temporarily suggesting the impact of
lockdown has deepened in recent weeks.

Other sectors hit hard include construction, transport services, motor trades and non food
wholesalers. Businesses in Health, Professional Services and ICT sectors have fared best according to
the survey.

Small businesses are being hit hard – just 2% of businesses employing 1-4 people are trading as
normal whilst 69% have temporarily closed or paused trading. Many sole traders report not having had
an income for the five weeks since the lockdown began. There are particular issues for 1-2 person limited
companies operating out of non business rates premises.

City and town centres hit by temporary business closures – a ward analysis of temporary business
closures reported in the survey show Bingley had the highest number followed by Shipley, Ilkley and
Bradford City ward reflecting high levels of retail, hospitality and leisure business closures.

Temporary business closures are spread right across the district – a postcode analysis of
temporary business closures reported in the survey shows clusters of closures in the city and town
centres but also shows how it is affecting businesses in all parts of the district.

Finance remains a key issue for businesses - Over half of surveyed businesses in Bradford are not
confident they have the financial resources to continue operating throughout the coronavirus outbreak.
Micro businesses are more vulnerable with 59% not confident they can continue to operate compared to
35% of bigger businesses. Only one in eight businesses are confident of continuing to operate whilst one
in three say they don’t know yet.

Cash Flow is a major concern - 80% of Bradford District businesses responding to the online survey
have indicated they will run out of cash reserves within the next three months. One in three businesses
had less than one month’s reserves compared to 17% of businesses in the North of England responding
to the most recent British Chambers of Commerce Survey.

Cash Flow is more of an issue for micro businesses - 83% of Bradford District micro businesses
(employing less than 10 people) have indicated they will run out of cash reserves in the next three
months compared to 69% of SME businesses (employing 10 or more people).

Lack of Cash reserves threatens long term viability of businesses - 50% of businesses responding
to the online survey are extremely concerned they have insufficient cash reserves whilst only 6% are not
at all concerned. There is a clear link between the level of concern over insufficient cash reserves and
the long term viability of businesses.

Concern over cash reserves is more of an issue for micro businesses – micro businesses are
almost twice as likely to be extremely concerned over their level of cash reserves compared to bigger
businesses.

Businesses have major concerns over retaining customers – the survey shows a large majority of
businesses are concerned that they will lose customers during the lockdown and in the long term the
longer that lockdown lasts. Retaining staff is less of a concern which could be due to the high take up of
the Job Retention Scheme.

After cash flow, concerns over the impact of lockdown is the most pressing concern for
Bradford businesses - free text responses to the survey reveal that worry and uncertainty over the
length of the lockdown ranks second only to cash flow as the biggest concern for businesses. One in eight
businesses surveyed worry that their business will not survive the lockdown. Loss of customers in the
long term also ranks highly alongside covering business costs and lack of support.

Income, lockdown, customers, staff, grants, cashflow, Government and uncertainty rank the most
used words by businesses responding to the online survey when talking about their biggest biggest
concerns at the current time as illustrated in the wordcloud below.

Four out of ten employees have been furloughed - According to the response to the online business
survey, 84% of Bradford District Businesses employing more than five employees have made use of the
Government’s Job Retention Scheme and they report that 47% of all their employees have been
furloughed. The recent Invest in Bradford telephone survey found 30% of employees in Bradford had
been furloughed whilst the national ONS survey found 27% of employees had been furloughed.

Education, Manufacturing and Construction sectors have furloughed the most employees – the
online survey found out that 356 out of the 651 employees employed in the education sector had been
furloughed. Out of 510 manufacturing employees, 255 had been furloughed whilst 156 out of 264
construction employees had been furloughed.

Furloughing staff is the most common response to cope with the downturn – 229 of the 489
businesses responding to the survey have made use of the Job Retention Scheme to furlough some of
their staff which is 47% of all businesses. 171 businesses had decreased hours (35%) and 59 businesses
had laid some staff off temporarily (12%). 21 businesses (4%) had made a total of 58 employees
redundant which was 1.3% of all employees in businesses responding to the survey.

Bigger businesses more likely to have taken measures to manage staff costs – 84% of businesses
employing 10 or more employees had used the furlough scheme compared to 47% of all businesses.
Bigger businesses are also more likely to have reduced working hours, laid staff off temporarily and
made staff redundant.

Most business expect workforce to stay the same in the short term – 60% of businesses expect
their workforce to stay the same over the next two weeks. 17% of businesses expect their workforce to
decrease whilst just 1% expect their workforce to increase. 40% of Businesses employing 10 or more
employees expect their workforce decrease with 40%, more than twice the rate for all businesses.

One in ten businesses plan to make more staff redundant over the next few weeks – 47
businesses said they expect to make redundancies in the next two weeks which is one in ten of all
businesses who responded to the survey. A total of 195 redundancies were planned which is almost 5%
of all employees in the businesses responding to the survey. Larger businesses are more likely to be
planning redundancies in the next two weeks with one in four businesses employing 10 or more
employees expecting to make staff redundancies.

Education, Manufacturing and Hospitality Businesses are more likely to see their workforce
decrease in the next few weeks – 31% of education businesses and 27% of manufacturing businesses
expect their workforce to decrease over the next two weeks. There is a degree of uncertainty for most
sectors with 20% of all businesses not sure what will happen to their workforce.

Manufacturing and Education account for most of the planned redundancies in the next two
weeks – a total of six manufacturing businesses say they are planning to make a total of 50
redundancies over the next two weeks. A total of 13 education businesses say they are planning to make
a total of 46 redundancies over the next two weeks with the majority of these in private nurseries.

Businesses have innovated and moved online in response to the lockdown – the online survey
found around one in four businesses have increased their use of online channels to maintain sales and
services to customers. Around 40% of businesses surveyed have taken innovative action to stay afloat.

Awareness of grant and loan schemes is high – the majority of businesses are aware of the Small
Business Rates Relief Grant scheme and one third had received their grants. Awareness of Business
Interruption Loan Scheme is lower and it is of some concern that over half of businesses applying for a
loan were unsuccessful.

Manufacturing, Education and Retail will bear the brunt of future GVA falls in Bradford – analysis by
the Centre for Progressive Policy using OBR estimates that GVA will fall by 35% in the second quarter of
this year. Hardest hit sectors will be manufacturing (-£780m in Bradford), Education (-£750m in
Bradford) and Retail/wholesale (-£565m in Bradford). Health and Social is the only likely growth sector.

Sector impacts create a spatial aspect to jobs under threat– a ward analysis by Local Insight based on
latest furloughing data from the ONS Business Impact of Coronavirus Survey shows that Ilkley is most at
risk of job losses due to the Coronavirus pandemic with one in three jobs at risk. This is due to a high
proportion of jobs in the town being in retail , hospitality and leisure. Worth Valley, Wibsey, Wharfedale,
Keighley East and Baildon have the next highest proportion of jobs at risk. Toller fares best with one in
eight jobs at risk due largely to the presence of the Bradford Royal Infirmary NHS hospital in the ward.

Looking at employees at risk rather then jobs reveals spatial impacts are most severe in inner city
Bradford and Keighley town centre – a ward analysis by Local Insight based on latest furloughing data
from the ONS Business Impact of Coronavirus by employee residence shows that Manningham and City
wards are most at risk with regard to residents losing their jobs with 29% of residents at risk. Bradford
Moor, Bowling and Barkerend along with Keighley Central have the next highest proportion of resident
workers at risk whilst Wharfedale, Ilkley and Shipley having the lowest proportions.

Spatial impacts on residents mirrors levels of deprivation to a large degree – deprivation levels by ward
show a high degree of correlation with resident employees at risk suggesting the most vulnerable
residents are most at risk from jobs cuts resulting from the Coronavirus pandemic.

Small businesses have naturally dominated responses to the Bradford Council online Survey –
82% of businesses responding to the survey employ less than 10 people. It is worth noting that ONS data
shows that 88% of businesses in Bradford have less than 10 employees and so the survey sample can be
seen as being largely representative of all businesses on Bradford.

The Bradford survey is representative of the business population by size – the large proportion
of smaller businesses responding to the survey is representative of the Bradford business population as a
whole.

The Bradford survey is more representative of the business population by size than the ONS
national survey – the large proportion of smaller businesses responding to the survey is extremely
close to the Bradford and UK business breakdown by size of business. It is noticeable that the ONS survey
is skewed towards larger businesses.

Bradford survey is fairly representative of the business population by sector – Comparing the
Bradford survey responses by sector to the UK business population shows Health and Education were
particularly over-represented due a high response by childminders and nurseries whilst Business
administration, ICT and Transport were particularly under represented.

Appendix 1 - What Businesses said:


Cashflow

Business suspended, no income and used up cash reserves already. Don’t know how I’m going to meet
car finance payments, let alone household bills such as council tax, energy and utility bills. Only spending
on food but can’t keep going.
Driving School, Ilkley
Cash flow it a massive worry. Very little income coming in, refunds for cancelled holidays. No
Government schemes to help us. Our business rates have increased over the last couple of years way out
of proportion and thus have pushed us over the £50,000 threshold.
Tourism Business, Aire Valley
We have no work at all which may mean losing the business as we can't afford the over heads, we are a
small business that relies on regular work to keep going, as do all our self-employed staff.
Events company, Bradford
We are OK in the short-term but are just treading water and we are having to live off personal savings.
This obviously isn't sustainable for more than a few months. Having to cover £1000 a month for
premises we are not using is obviously the biggest drain on our cash flow.
Private Tutor, Aire Valley
I have had no income since the 18th March but I have had rent and utility bill to pay for my shop, I have
been allocated £45 a week from universal credit, which has not been confirmed if this will have to be
paid back.
Retailer, Keighley
I work for myself and have no staff. I have not earned a penny since lockdown.
Event caterer, Ilkley
Home based self-employed childminder. No key children attending currently. Zero income.
Childminder, Keighley
I act as an agent for mobile DJs and other forms of entertainment. The hotels I have contracts with to
provide entertainment is predominantly for the purposes of weddings. As no venues are open, nor
gatherings are allowed at present, there is absolutely no work.
Events company, Bradford
I am a self-employed driving instructor who obviously cannot work at all & therefore have earned £0 for
the last five weeks.
Driving Instructor, Bradford
No trading whatsoever since 23rd March , no income whatsoever.
Hairdresser, Shipley



Surviving Lockdown

A large part of our business includes linen hire and laundry for restaurants, golf clubs hotels etc. We see
no demand for this in the nest few coming months. The public who would normally use our ironing
service are doing it at home, because of lack of funds and because they are at home.
Launderette, Bradford
Worry that being in hospitality our clients will not survive this, meaning neither will we.
Accountant, Bradford
We are concerned that our holiday cottages will need to stay closed for a long period. We have already
lost £1000's in bookings and still have our mortgages and fixed costs to cover.
Tourism Business, Worth Valley

As a public house I'm concerned that lockdown for us could last for most of this year, the uncertainty of
an end date and what we can expect in future is particularly difficult. If this goes on much longer it may
not be a viable option to reopen and I fear a number of pubs will disappear from our area.
Publican, Keighley
Had no income for over a month now and no idea when I can reopen. Probably months away. Unlikely to
financially survive this.
Sole Trader, Personal Services, Bradford
I am a childminder and at the moment I am still open for keyworkers (only ones that attend my setting
already). My biggest concern is how long this will go on for, as I only have one family attending at the
moment.
Childminder, Keighley
If I do manage to keep the business afloat through this period I worry about the following year when the
NHS may well clawback thousands of pounds from the business because we did not reach the targeted
number of UDAs( units of dental activity) that are linked to our annual payments for NHS treatments.
This would be deeply unfair and could cause the business to fold.
Dentist, Shipley
Knowing an end point and the state of the new marketplace we will be entering, it could see massive
change that has the potential to put many people out of business.
Brewery, Aire Valley
I will lose my business, I have worked 60 hours a week for the past five and half years and it is totally
beyond my control. My members of staff will lose their jobs.
Retail, Bingley
Having no money at the end of all this especially as my husband is coming up to 65 and cannot claim
state pension and I am 61 who cannot claim state pension either.
Motor Trade, Shipley
Mot suspended till September! There has been no extra funding, advice or support. About to lose all my
staff and cease trading after 3 years of hard work building this business up!
MOT Station, Bradford
Down to 5% of income plus government schemes, will be okay for approx. 3 to 4 months but anything
after that will be very dangerous to our continued existence.
Retailer, Ilkley



Loss Of Customers

We have absolutely no idea how to give our customers current and prospective the confidence to
commit to projects. Also since the crisis unfolded we have received no meaningful enquiries for future
work.
Manufacturer, Keighley
Can’t enter customer’s homes to do their work unless it’s an emergency, so massive drop in routine
work.
Plumber, Shipley
Not being able to pay bills. Getting into debt. Losing customers to online shopping. Losing suppliers.
Financial and emotionally stressed.
Small retailer, Keighley
After lockdown some parents have indicated that they will not return, keeping children at home.
Universal funding does not cover all of our overheads, without paying parents to support our income we
are relying on our reserves, which are part of our redundancy pot.
Nursery, Bradford

Will I have any customers left when we return. My own personal safety at work due to being in a
vulnerable group. Will I have any suppliers, Brexit had already caused the closure of 50 per cent of them.
The list is endless.
Retailer, Keighley
As a childminder I am following government guidelines and am only offering my service to parents of key
children. No parents have taken up this offer since the shutdown, therefore I only have the income from
the part time funded place coming in monthly.
Childminder, Bradford
As an agency we supply hundreds of self-employed people with gig and event work. This has completely
stopped! Many people are not receiving any income at the moment. Director receives nothing from any
government scheme as main income is via dividends. The company is in danger of going under if this
continues for a long time!
Entertainment Agency, Bradford
I don't know when I will be able to resume my yoga classes, and if I will have the client base when I do. I
was doing very well but many of my clients are high risk and will also have been affected financially. I can
just about manage to the June grant thanks to the help of family and friends and some income from
online teaching, but I have taken a huge loss of income very suddenly. My venues may not be suitable if
social distancing is required as some are too small to be able to accommodate the distancing required.
Yoga Teacher, Keighley
Currently all 3 staff are on the Furlough scheme. We can probably sustain this for a short period using
business loans and personal savings before we make bigger decisions. But as 99% of our business is
based on the holiday trade it is getting more worrying that even after the easing of lock-down our
business levels will be very low for many months afterwards as it looks like the holiday industry is going
to be one of most affected industries. We have had no trade income since the 25th March and the calls
coming in over the last week have been cancelling holidays in August and September (which the holiday
companies are cancelling) which means we will have missed all the profitable periods of the year (Easter,
Spring Bank and summer holidays). Not looking good.
Boarding Kennels, Aire Valley



Covering Business Costs

Ability to continue paying our warehouse and storage rental, vehicle insurance and advertising
commitments for digital presence along with other associated business costs. We have been unable to
receive a business grant as we don’t have rates payable in our name. We have warehouse storage costs
to pay on average of £1300> per month.
Removals Firm, Bradford Moor
The long term viability of the business and, as director with Personal Guarantee for the business loan
facility we have, the impact this will have on me personally and my family. As a small family business we
have not received any government support as our business premises rateable value was too high. We
are a seasonal business and we have lost one of the two main peaks in trade of the year we are now
looking at potentially the impact for the whole financial year. Put simply the business is in trouble.
Wedding Venue, Bradford
As a beauty salon we have always used gloves, masks, alcohol gel, disposables that I can no longer get
hold of or have trebled in price.
Beauty Salon, Worth Valley
Not able to work means absolutely no income for either self or self-employed contractor. No means of
paying business bills and substantially less to pay own household bills. Contractor in same situation and I
am unable to help.
Retailer, Bradford



Business Support

I would like to request a cash grant scheme for people working from home. No business activity as all
clients businesses are shut. As a sole trader working from home I have nothing in place to live on.
Accountant, Bingley
Cash flow it a massive worry. Very little income coming in, refunds for cancelled holidays. No
Government schemes to help us. Our business rates have increased over the last couple of years way out
of proportion and thus have pushed us over the £50,000 threshold.
Tourism Business, Aire Valley
I am a self-employed electrician. All my jobs I had booked in cancelled due to the coronavirus situation
and my phone hasn't rung since. It has literally killed my business instantly. I hope the government’s 80%
help with wages for self-employed people will apply to electricians as I have no money coming in and I
have a family of 4 to feed.
Sole Trader Electrician, Worth Valley
Lack of response to our request for the Small Business Grant Scheme. Extreme slowness of our Bank to
our request for Coronavirus Bank Loan. Both causing cash flow problems.
Craft business, Worth Valley
The unfair playing field that's been created by the assistance / grant system. Some businesses will
benefit greatly and others none. In a time of reduced revenue, this is grossly unfair. Any benefits should
be accessible to ALL.
Financial Services, Keighley
There seems to be no support or sympathy for my business. Being a Landlord/owner and occupier
(commercial and residential) who renovates his own properties with aim to add value in order to attract
the right business occupier I seem to fall out of all categories for support.
Property business, Bradford
Not able to access Grant funding of 10k due to not been registered on business rates as paying through
landlord service charge. This is a nightmare as this fund would stabilise an already horrid situation.
Cafe, Bradford
Our main concern is our long term sustainability as our main National Lottery Funding ends in June 2021
As they have now suspended bids for anything other than to support Coronavirus, we will have to use
our reserves in between and reduce staffing levels and the support services we provide to our local
communities at a time when it will be needed the most.
Social Enterprise, Bradford
As we don't have our own premises other than a home office and a storage lock up we do not qualify for
any grants etc. from the rates We have been trading for over 12 years providing work for both selfemployed and employed staff from the Leeds and Bradford Areas We have worked for the government
in collecting Taxes in the form of CIS and VAT, We have paid all taxes due within the allocated times. It
grieves me to hear of other companies and individuals who are getting help at this.
Construction Company, Shipley
Extremely concerned if lockdown for pubs bars etc. is extended for a long period that without a cash
grant for businesses with a rateable value over 51k we and a lot of other businesses will go under. It
seems strange that because we pay more in business rates (28k a year), VAT and PAYE tax that we aren’t
eligible for a grant. Although we currently have 4 contracted staff there are other self-employed staff
such as door staff who we hire 5 on busy nights and djs who rely on us and will have a knock on effect on
their lives to if we don’t survive.
Publican, Bradford
I received the £10,000 business grant today it has eased my stress significantly. Hopefully it will help
keep me afloat the following months of uncertainty thank you.
Small Business, Bingley

As a small limited company the government JRS is not enough. Approximately 60% of our wage is taken
as dividends so not covered. Receiving 80% of 40% of our normal income is not enough. Being in
hospitality we were the first to stop work & will be the last to go back if we have any clients left. We do
not have the resources to get through it.
Accountant, Bradford
Following government advice to stay at home, we stopped production, in essence to "do the right thing",
furloughed all our staff and now find we don't qualify for any support apart from the job retention
scheme. We feel to have been abandoned and left to "get on with it". We believe we do qualify for the
Business Interruption Grant and Rates relief and actually need this support to help see us through. We
have a very viable and profitable business, in which we have just invested all our retained profits £160K
in a huge expansion project, building a new bakery and adding to our potential capacity. We employ 30
local people and anticipate creating more jobs but without the support, which I believe we qualify for, 35
years of growth will end in 30 lost jobs. We believe business will come back and we want to be there
when it does, but without help and support now the chances of that are becoming more remote as each
day goes by.
Food Manufacturer, Aire Valley
I believe the banks, well our bank, see the pub trade being damaged beyond repair by the current
situation and as such are reluctant to offer support, which will add to our demise, therefore fulfilling
their predictions. Our recent CBILS application has been rejected without any real feedback for a
business that has a t/o of £260k in the last 10.5 months. We applied for a small loan, £15k over 2 years,
to cover lost stock, all poured down the drain and not covered by insurance to allow us to be able to
trade again with new stock if and when lockdown is lifted. Now I'm not sure if this will be possible. A sad,
unexpected and ultimately unfair end to our dream.....
Publican, Keighley
The Coronavirus has had a devastating impact on my business and unfortunately I have fallen just
outside the eligibility criteria for all the government assistance aimed at the retail, leisure & hospitality
sector. My bank has not contacted me about a loan and as we were coming out of our quiet trading
period and enforced closure will be over our busiest time there may be issues in qualifying for a business
loan at this time. I am confident, however, that if I received financial assistance I would be able to
continue trading, save the business and thus save jobs for my 12 members of staff.
Restaurant, Shipley
Without help, it is likely that a 60 year old NHS dental practice in the inner city of Bradford is likely to
close. To allow exceptions and help increase our grant to £25k would be a huge help. To ask the NHS
Area Team to increase our contract would be a big help.
Dentist, Bradford
There are 4 businesses in the building I am based in, the landlord cannot claim the grant as the rateable
value is too high but if the evaluation was based on each business we would all receive small rates relief
and qualify for the government grant. There are many businesses that rent their premises and are not
registered for business rates.
Wholesaler, Keighley
We rent a serviced office and we're being told that we don't qualify for the SBRR grant funding of £10k
because the business rates apply to the building and not the businesses within it. This is seriously going
to affect our business as all of our competitors have received this assistance and can re-invest these
monies into their businesses, marketing and infrastructure, whereas we are being forced to continue
with a lesser revenue stream than before, against competitors whom have been given an advantage.
Small business, Bradford
Virtual business with no premises (third party warehouse) focused on Trade sales to hospitality plus
some ecommerce retail. Company does not qualify for any of the current packages from what I can see,
and neither I nor my freelance sales people qualify for the income loss packages. I haven’t paid myself
for Feb, March or April.
Retailer, Bradford

The business was due to open on 21/03/20 and has been unable to do so, as a result of the current
situation. There is no existing customer base to reach out to for online orders/home deliveries/future
custom. The amount of money that has been spent in creating the business, the overheads/start-up
costs is crippling and no support is currently being offered by the government or the council because of
the eligibility date that the government has given as a guideline for business rates grants is 3 days before
the effective date of the 5 year lease that was signed moments before everything changed.
Small retailer, Shipley
Why are directors not receiving income support? Many small business owners are directors of their own
Limited companies, as are we. We take payment through dividends, though this is apparently seen as
"investments" and not covered. These are NOT investments - they are a legitimate way of receiving
income. Dividends can only be paid our if the company earns profit - Corporation Tax is paid on that
profit. Dividends are also subject to tax. Furthermore, we can't get access to Universal Credit. Again, it
seems wholly unfair. Our business usually generates between 30 and 50 sales per month. So far in April
(today is 23rd), we have generated 1 (one) sale. Having paid taxes all my life and asked for nothing from
the state, to find myself so hung out to dry at this time, through no fault of my own is nothing short of
scandalous. I feel like I've been robbed ... Dick Turpin come back - all is forgiven.
Professional Services, North Yorkshire
I have Business interruption insurance but the company are saying I can’t claim. I have made a claim and
waiting for an answer. I have mothballed the business for now as I have Zero income.
Hospitality Business, Bingley
Our Business is in real danger of going bust. Other than furlough payment help no government help is
available to help us. We don't qualify for the 10K business grant because we pay our rates direct to our
landlord. We have traded for 22 years and just managed to keep our head above water. Covid 19 will
destroy businesses unless help is given. We desperately need help NOW.
Motor Trade, Worth Valley
I am the Director of a limited company and I am my only employee. I had just leased premises before UK
lockdown and now I cannot move into them. I am not eligible for the rates exempt grant because my
lease started on 1 April. The inability to move into and use the new premises - which I am paying for
nonetheless - has impacted my business and will continue to have a negative impact as the weeks go on.
I have also frozen my own salary through June.
Arts & Leisure business, Aire Valley


Other

Company and staff has to adapt to working from home which is not easy, last minute have to buy laptops
and set up, we don’t have working from home policies.
Manufacturer, Bradford
I worry about how I will cover the fixed expenses of my business whilst income is massively reduced in
the time we are closed. I also wonder how I will break even when we reopen and government financial
support has finished and new cross infection controls related to coronavirus mean much longer
appointment times for patients to enable deep cleaning of surgeries between patients. The number of
treatments provided and hence the income to the practice from both the NHS and privately will be
greatly reduced.
Dentist, Shipley
Our business is in an extremely niche market, servicing the automotive industry. We work
internationally, with only 20% of our customers being UK based. We are extremely worried about how
quickly we will be able to travel outside the UK again, as most of our customers are in Europe. We have
on-going projects that are scheduled to be executed on site (in Europe) from July onwards (providing the
customers don't delay). Therefore, we are very keen to know how and when international travel for
service work will be allowed to resume.
Professional Services, Aire Valley

